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100%-tailored for the nurses’ information needs
Nursing@Ovid - The Technology

- [http://nursing.ovid.com](http://nursing.ovid.com) or through OvidSP
- N@O Interface-
  - including the Ovid Nursing Database
    - Bibliography
      - Based on medline’s nursing content and LWW relevant sources
      - indexing 270 nursing journals (85 of the 86 in the Cinahl list of core nursing journals, 243 of 270 nursing journals indexed in Cinahl, 27 not indexed in Cinahl in addition),
      - 500,000 records,
      - weekly updates adding about 1,000 records.
Nursing@Ovid - The technology

- Ovid Nursing Subject Thesaurus with
- Nursing Lexicon which speaks ‘nurse’
- The usual Ovid premium service in searches and result managements
- Ovid Universal Search™ providing 3 connectors

More at
http://www.ovid.com/site/resources/index_nursing.jsp
N@O - the Content - Core set

- **Nursing@Ovid Core Set of Journals**
- Includes the world’s 16 leading nursing journals from LWW
- All included in Cinahl’s list of core nursing journals
- Either 1 concurrent user or site license
- All fully current without embargoes
Content - Super set

Core set+

• 200+ nursing journals from 25 publishers out of the 270 indexed in OND (more to come)
• 200+ nursing eBooks, that can be searched through N@O
Nursing@Ovid - why?

- The well known and preferred Ovid surface with multiple search options -plus
  - UNIVERSAL SEARCH
- Additional content can be obtained at any time -books, journals Superset : 200+ nursing jourrnals, 200+ books, a’la carte
- Increasing number of nurses need/are forced to read in English
Multiple search modes offer more flexibility

Integration with other WKH nursing assets

Use Advanced Search for advanced command-line searching.
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Nursing@Ovid

• All the information a nurse needs, from whatever source, brought together in one place
• The N@O Interface comprises four elements:
  - Access to the N@O technology
  - Ovid Nursing Database
  - Ovid Nursing Subject Thesaurus and Ovid Nursing Lexicon
  - Three Ovid Universal Search Connectors
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